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The Life-Like Wrestlers of the Sumotori 
Dreams App by gravitysensation

Crisp graphics, fl uid animation and a swiping mobile camera angle give 
players a range of vantage points.  Users can compete against each other 
or an artifi cially intelligent opponent.  The wildly popular game sharpens 
technique because the simulation is so true to life.  This latest version 
offers faster responsiveness and fi ve different arenas with obstacles that 
players must maneuver around.

Sumotori Dreams Now on Conquers on Android* Tablets

The sleek, lightweight design of Android tablets off hours of gameplay so 
the Sumos can trounce each other from any location.  Powered by fast, 
versatile Intel® Atom™ processors, these devices let the rollicking, high 
contact sport continue.  Excellent high-resolution graphics and sensitive 
touch screens enable gamers to deftly slam, topple and pummel for some 
hilariously funny slapstick.  

A wider audience of gamers can easily download the hijinks onto their 
Android* screens.  This ancient Japanese sport takes on a notably comic 
and modern facet with the help of Intel.  Gravitysensation has produced 
an enthusiastic response from the gaming community with this incredibly 
entertaining activity. 

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

The realistic physics of the Sumotori Dreams game challenges Android* tablet users to use their virtual skills to 
conquer their opponents.  The mano-y-mano fi ghting battle by Gravitysensation is now optimized for Intel® Atom™ 
tablets for Android* and gamers worldwide can test their chops.  Based on the real dynamics of gravity and motion, 
the object of this Sumo-style match is to force the opposite player outside of the circle.  Requiring balance, speed and 
subtlety, the game simulates actual bodies coming into contact.  

Features of Sumotori 
Dreams for Intel Atom  
Tablets for Android*
  
  • Clear, User-friendly Interface
  • Physics-based, Life-like Action
  • AI Opponent
  • 5 Arenas with Different 
     Obstacles
  • Swipe and Pivot Camera Angle



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Optimized for Intel Atom Tablets for Android*  

Sumotori Dreams can reach and even larger mobile device gaming audience.  The body slamming comedy is no end 
of fun after quick download onto the responsive, high-defi nition screen. 

Sumotori Dreams is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gravitysensation.sumotori


